
Bluetooth®-enabled three-piece speaker system

SOUNDSTICKS
®

 III WIRELESS

No external wires or jacks required. Just pure, streaming, audiophile- 

quality sound from virtually any Bluetooth®-enabled audio source. 

The three-piece Harman Kardon® SoundSticks® III Wireless speaker system 

is designed to offer dazzling beauty in both its stunning, see-through 

visual design and the exceptionally realistic sound produced by its 6-inch 

 

Features Advantages !"#"$%&

Rich, realistic sound So good that the SoundSticks III Wireless can be 

users’ primary – or only – audio system

Bluetooth music streaming  

from virtually any Bluetooth-capable device

Bluetooth-

enabled devices 

Automatically enables Bluetooth input when a 

paired device begins playing

Employs state-of-the-art Advanced Audio 

Compatible with most computers and iPod, 

iPhone and other popular cell phones or music 

players

No switches; just push Play to enjoy powerful, 

crystalline sound

1/8" (3.5mm) stereo audio connection Connects to virtually any media player for 

 

 

Minimizes wiring and connections

Allows use with non-Bluetooth enabled 

computers, MP3 players, portable CD players 

or other devices with stereo line-level 

outputs

Less clutter, more user-friendly – just plug 

and play

Singular see-through modern design Transparent materials, museum-quality design Stunning, clear appearance makes a strong 

Gender-neutral design appeals to virtually 

anyone

Powerful subwoofer for exceptional bass 

performance 

Flared port increases output while reducing  

port noise 

Exhilarating bass response brings out the best 

from any music 

Dramatically reduces distortion and noise at 

higher volumes 

Offers exceptionally consistent performance and 

enhanced damage protection

Subwoofer volume control Easily balance volume between woofer and 

satellites

Customize sound balance to match room and 

individual tastes
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Bluetooth-enabled three-piece speaker system

SOUNDSTICKS III WIRELESS

Eight full-range satellite transducers Improve power handling while providing  
greater output

Fill any room with breathtaking, audiophile-
quality sound

Minimal distortion for remarkably crisp, clear 
audio

speakers
Every speaker gets exactly the power required 
for optimal response

system performance

Easy-to-use touch controls Raise, lower or mute volume with a simple 
touch

Exceptionally easy for anyone to use

Satellite angle adjustment Gently push or pull to set the ideal angle Elegant and easy to use


